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Off to
a great
start

Our three groups used a ribbon challenge to illustrate their ABW know-how

Our B3Hub program is off to great start
with more than 60 allied health staff
attending three introductory sessions
for activity-based working last week.
The workshops covered the basics for
ABW - what it is, what it’s not and how
we get from our current way of working
to the new activity-based working.
“It was great to have so many staff
members attend, and to hear what
people valued about their workplace,”
said project manager Robyn Campbell.
“We want to make sure that the new
workplace encourages those positive
aspects of work such as the friendly
culture, the supportive atmosphere and
teamwork.”
Issues including IT, privacy and
confidentiality were also raised in the
sessions and will be addressed as part of
the transition program.
The next round of sessions will include
the leadership and support staff
workshops.
Group discussion underway

We are here
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We said...
I love working with my
team but I’m also
looking forward to
collaborating with the
other disciplines

I value the learning
environment. I want to
take every opportunity
I can to learn.

Will we have enough
space and will the
ones be compatible
with the kind of work
we do?
I don’t want
to lose
connection
with my
team

What
happens
when we
all arrive
together?

It will be great to work
in an environment that
suits you

Blacktown is good
at a change. We’re
leaders in the
State. I’m glad
that we’re going
first.

We value
innovation. I think
this is a chance to
give Allied Health
a stronger identity
and make what we
do more visible.

We would like..
Better access to IT,
devices and tools | More
space for our students |
To use more tech in our
work | Get rid of paper
diaries - how can we do
that when our colleagues
still use them?

Challenges...

I don’t want to leave
our office space. I’m
not sure about the
change.

Finding each other
Access to space
Privacy, confidentiality
Will there be enough
space in peak times?
Planning the day’s work
with our team
Paper! How can we use
less paper?
What happens when we
all arrive together?
Not having your own
space

I like the idea of
tap-on, tap-off
computers and
printing

Sometimes we deal with
very distressing
information - I’m worried
about my colleagues
hearing things like that…

This is a great opportunity for teamwork,
collaboration, flexibility and change

How do we manage the
kitchen and storage
areas? Will there be
enough fridge space?

